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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining the Carolina Region as a Professional Official.  We are always excited to welcome new referees to the sport. We are here to help you become a better referee and to guide you through the next steps in becoming a Carolina Region/USA Volleyball Referee.  You are viewing the NEW Officials Training module, required for all individuals that will be working as a referee for the Carolina Region.  This module is intended to provide a general overview of what you will need to be a volleyball referee and what you will need to do to prepare for the upcoming Carolina Region indoor season.  Other modules in your USA Volleyball Academy Account will provide more specific volleyball rules and techniques training. Let’s  start by introducing the Carolina Region’s Official’s Program Contacts.



Who We Are
Kevin Wendelboe
CEO/Executive Director

Callie Davis
Officials Program Director

Wade Brence
Director of Programs

Stephen Shepherd
Indoor Referee Chair

Amber Fulk
Scorer Chair

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Carolina Region Executive Director is Kevin Wendelboe.  In addition to his Staff duties, he is a USAV National Referee.  Your primary contact for all things concerning the Officials Program will be Callie Davis.  She is also a National Referee and was hired August 1 to be the Officials Program Director.  She is responsible for the recruitment, retaining, and training for certified officials in North Carolina.  Wade Brence is the Director of Programs in the Region and a National Referee.  Wade is responsible for scheduling the one-day tournaments during the season and other general tournament administration duties.  Stephen Shepherd is a National Referee and the Indoor Referee Chair for the Carolina Region.  Stephen is the Rule Interpreter for the Region and also oversees our intensive Referee Training program – the Officials Accelerated Advancement Program.  This program was developed in the Carolina Region, has received numerous accolades from other Regions and USAV and is has helped many Region referees achieve higher certifications.  Amber Fulk is the Region Scorer Chair and an international Scorer.  She aids with training refs and clubs on properly completing the USAV Scoresheet.  Every Professional referee is required to complete a scoresheet annually during a match and submit to Amber for review and feedback.



What are the Requirements?
 Register as a member with the Carolina Region
 Submit USAV Background Screen
 Complete SafeSport online course
 Complete the Professional Officials Annual Clinic (LMS link in SE)
 Be evaluated by a member of our rating and training team

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are some of the requirements in order to be a Certified USAV Referee?  First you will need to register as an adult member of the Carolina Region.  There is a specific membership for our Professional Officials.  Individuals that choose the officials’ membership will need to complete the USAV Background Screen and complete a SafeSport course in order to be eligible to participate in USAV-sanctioned events.  Carolina Region officials will be provided with a discount code to enter during the Background Screen checkout process to receive a complimentary screen.  The SafeSport course is required annually for all individuals (such as coaches, tournament directors, Admins, and officials) that are affiliated with or work with a Junior volleyball program.  SafeSport is an online clinic. The initial SafeSport course is labeled the CORE course.  In subsequent seasons, the individual will take a shorter Refresher course.  The Core course is only required every 4th year.  Referees will also need to take an Annual Certification clinic and tests.  This is done online in the USAV Learning Management System.  Region staff will automatically enroll you in the applicable clinic when you register with the professional official membership.  New officials will need to complete the New Officials Training module (which you are viewing now).  Finally, once you have your membership, cleared the USAV Background screen, completed SafeSport, and completed the online clinics and trainings, you will be contacted by Region staff to work an early season scrimmage or tournament to be trained and evaluated by a member of our rating and training team.  Officials that pass that final in-person evaluation will be eligible to be assigned to work future Carolina Region events.



Tools of the 
trade
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What will you need in order to work as certified volleyball official at a USAV tournament?  You will need dark Navy blue slacks.  If the slacks have belt loops, then wear a black belt.  Officials should wear all white shoes with limited logos (all white) and white socks.  A referee needs a timing device – a wristwatch with a stop watch is preferred.  Do not use a cell phone as a timing device.



Tools of the 
trade
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USA Volleyball referees must use an approved Certified Official Uniform top when working USAV tournaments.  These approved uniforms come in three colors – white, blue, and gray.  You can also buy short sleeve and long sleeve versions of each color.  White is the default color, so all referees should purchase a white uniform to begin with.  If you want additional uniforms as backups and for multi-day events, you can add the other two colors if you wish.  If you are assigned to work with another professional referee during a match at an event, you are not required to match colors (although if you are able to or are working the finals of a multi-day event, it is preferred to match if you can).  USAV has also begun issuing Mizuno shirts to referees at their National events.  Refs that have received a Mizuno referee shirt from USAV may also wear those at Carolina Region events.  The official certified uniform may only be purchased at vbofficialsgear.com  Place your order early as there is often a delivery delay.  The site also offers a white ¼ zip jacket with the certified officials logo.  That jacket may also be worn on the stand in colder facilities.  For officials that have received the Carolina Region ¼ zip white pullover through our gift program, that may also be worn on the stand at Carolina Region events only.



Tools of the 
trade
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In addition to the USAV certified uniform, you will also need to have some other Tools of the trade: a net chain, a ball gauge and pump, a flipping coin, a whistle and lanyard, red and yellow cards, and a bag to put these supplies in that you can take courtside.  Also, highly recommended is a set of Line Judge flags.  These items can be found at a couple of USAV approved vendors – time out for sports and roofsportswear.  The Carolina Region also provides gifts to our officials who have completed their annual requirements.  In the past, some of the gifts have included: Ref bags, coins, whistles, and red and yellow cards.  The Carolina Region also utilizes a Purple Card sanction for unruly spectators.  As a new official, you will receive a Purple card from the region when you complete your certification with instructions on how and when to use it.



• Tournament Format
• Most Common - 4 team pools

• 6 matches of pool play
• Semifinals/finals

• 3 team, 5 team, 6 team pools
• Tournament Director

• 3 for 2
• Use 3 referees for every 2 courts
• At most will work 2 matches, then off 1

• Arrive 8am
• Sign in on the CR Officials Pay Report form
• Coaches meeting 8:30
• Play starts 9:00

• Mandatory lunch break for most formats
• 30 minutes after 3rd match

A ‘typical Day in the Life
• Tournament Format

• Most Common - 4 team pools
• 6 matches of pool play
• Semifinals/finals

• 3 team, 5 team, 6 team pools
• Tournament Director

• 3 for 2
• Use 3 referees for every 2 courts
• Usual rotation is to work 2 matches, then

off 1
• Arrive 8-8:15am

• Sign in on the CR Officials Pay Report form
• Coaches meeting 8:30
• Play starts 9:00

• Mandatory lunch break for most formats
• 30 minutes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at what a typical day might look like for a Carolina Region Professional Referee.  The most common Carolina Region Tournament format will have two 4-team pools playing on two courts for a particular age group and site assignment.  Each pool will play six matches of round-robin play and then will have semi-finals and finals for the playoffs.  Other formats that may be played are a 3-team pool, a 5-team tournament, or a 6-team tournament.  The Carolina Region has established required playing formats for all of the potential pool or tournament sizes.  The Tournament Director is responsible for administering the playing schedules for each court based on the approved formats.  They will have a spreadsheet provided by the Region to run the tournament.  Professional Referees are assigned to work as mentors, trainers, and referees only and should refer all tournament administration questions to the Tournament Director.  We try to assign three refs for every two courts at a site.  When that is possible, most referees will work two matches and then have a one match break.  Referees should arrive between 8 and 8:15 am.  The Coaches meeting begins at 8:30 am and all referees should be present for that meeting.  Warm-ups for the first matches of the day should begin at 8:50 am with the first matches to begin promptly at 9 am.  When you arrive at the site, check-in with the Tournament Director and complete the Carolina Region Officials Pay Report.  You will provide your name and when you arrived to the tournament.  You will not sign the form until you check out at the conclusion of the tournament.  Most formats will have a mandatory lunch break during pool play.  Participants may not choose to cancel that break as it is provided so our Referees can rest and eat their lunch.  The break is for 30 minutes and begins at the end of the designated match on that court.  Most locations will not provide lunch for the referees so be sure to pack a lunch, snacks and drinks for yourself.



• Tournament Format
• Most Common - 4 team pools

• 6 matches of pool play
• Semifinals/finals

• 3 team, 5 team, 6 team pools
• Tournament Director

• 3 for 2
• Use 3 referees for every 2 courts
• At most will work 2 matches, then off 1

• Arrive 8am
• Sign in on the CR Officials Pay Report form
• Coaches meeting 8:30
• Play starts 9:00

• Mandatory lunch break for most formats
• 30 minutes after 3rd match

A ‘typical Day in the Life
• Pool Play

• Manage court
• Utilize Head Referee
• 13s & under

• Professional Ref is R1 for match
• Coach may request an interested

junior player to be R1 in second set
only

• 14s & older
• Junior player is R1

• Conduct coin toss
• Get warm-ups started
• Assist work team

• R1, R2, Scorer, LJs

• Play-offs
• Sign out on the CR Officials Pay Report form

– required to get paid

Presenter Notes
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During pool play, referees will manage and facilitate the matches on their court.  The Junior players from the assigned work team will make up the officiating team (scorer, Assistant scorer, Line judges, second referee, and most age groups first referee during pool play).  If issues arise while you are working a court or you have questions, please engage the Head Referee assigned to your site.  They have the experience to help you.  For age groups 13& Under, the professional referee will work as the First referee on the stand for the match.  If a coach does have a junior player that has some reffing experience and wants to be on the stand, we will allow the junior ref to be on the stand during the second set only.  The professional ref should stand next to the Junior ref and help guide and train them during the set.  If the match goes to a tie-breaking third set, the professional referee should take the stand again for the third set.  For all 14 and older age groups, a certified junior player referee should be the first referee.  Professional referees will work from the floor with the R1, R2, Line Judges and scorer to make sure they are learning, understanding, and performing their required duties during the match.  Professional referees may move about the court between the positions to aid with this training.  They should always remain within sight of the first referee as they usually want to make sure they are doing things correctly.  The professional referee is still empowered to make sure CORRECT calls are being made during the match.  If you cannot get one of the player refs to whistle a fault, you should blow the whistle from the floor and make the correct call.  You can then explain the call/situation to the players refs during a time-out or after the set.  One of the main things we do while managing and facilitating the court, is to make the work team as comfortable as possible.  Remember, we are there to help train them to be our next generation of professional officials.  You may get asked from time to time, why the professional officials are not on the stand during pool play if we have enough referees at a site.  The answer is that we will not always have enough referees at a site.  There is an official shortage in most sports across the country.  We are training the next generation to be able to work a match so when we are in a situation with only 1 or 2 referees at a site,  the tournament can still operate with trained referees working the matches.  Through this training program, we have had numerous junior player refs eventually become professional referees with the Carolina Region.  You are doing your part in recruiting new officials when you positively support these young player refs. In between matches, please conduct the coin tosses and get the warm-ups started before you take care of any other responsibilities. During the playoffs, professional officials will work all matches as First referee.  As more referees become free, they should fill in other work team sports such as second referee and scorer.  At the conclusion of the tournament, be sure to sign out on the Carolina Region Officials Pay Report form.  This is required in order for you to be paid for the tournament.



• Tournament Format
• Most Common - 4 team pools

• 6 matches of pool play
• Semifinals/finals

• 3 team, 5 team, 6 team pools
• Tournament Director

• 3 for 2
• Use 3 referees for every 2 courts
• At most will work 2 matches, then off 1

• Arrive 8am
• Sign in on the CR Officials Pay Report form
• Coaches meeting 8:30
• Play starts 9:00

• Mandatory lunch break for most formats
• 30 minutes after 3rd match

First Tournament 
Evaluation Process

• Will be assigned to a site with 
raters/trainers

• You will work at least one match as
• R1 and R2
• Scorer
• Court manager

• If the raters/trainers feel that you are
capable in all aspects

YOU WILL BE WELCOMED
INTO OUR CADRE!

Presenter Notes
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During an early scrimmage opportunity or one of our early tournaments, you will be required to go through an evaluation process.  You will be assigned to a site that will have raters/trainers there to train and evaluate you.  You will not be paid for this evaluation process.  You will work at least one match as an R1, one match as an R2, one match as a scorer, and one match as a Court manager.  If the raters feel you are capable in all these components of being a professional referee, then you will be welcomed into our cadre and receive your initial certification.  Don’t be nervous during your evaluations.  That is easy to say but do what you know how to do.  It will be evident to the trainer that you have the necessary tools to get started.  The trainer is there to help you improve and succeed.  Remember, every time you get on the court, you’re being evaluated by someone.  If during the day you are not successful at being the R1, R2, Scorer, or Court manager, you will likely be given another opportunity that day or be invited back to another tournament opportunity to work on that.  The trainers' goal is to help you succeed.



• Tournament Format
• Most Common - 4 team pools

• 6 matches of pool play
• Semifinals/finals

• 3 team, 5 team, 6 team pools
• Tournament Director

• 3 for 2
• Use 3 referees for every 2 courts
• At most will work 2 matches, then off 1

• Arrive 8am
• Sign in on the CR Officials Pay Report form
• Coaches meeting 8:30
• Play starts 9:00

• Mandatory lunch break for most formats
• 30 minutes after 3rd match

Certified Official
• Once you become a certified official, you 

will be invited to join our ArbiterSports 
group

• ArbiterSports
• Used for officials’ tournament

assignments
• ArbiterPay

• Used for official’s payments
• Linked to ArbiterSports

• Year-end 1099
• Payment Information

• Made within 3 weeks of the event
• TDs have 2 weeks to submit post-

tournament materials
• Payments are usually made within 2 

days of receipt of that material
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Once you pass your evaluation, you will become a certified referee and you will be sent an invitation to join our ArbiterSports group.  ArbiterSports is the system we use to assign officials to Carolina Region one-day tournaments.  We also use the ArbiterPay service within ArbiterSports to pay officials that work our one-day tournaments.  You will need to establish an ArbiterPay account and link it to your ArbiterSports account.  You will receive a 1099 at the end of the year from ArbiterSports (if you earned $600 or more in ArbiterPay payments).  At the completion of a one-day tournament, referees will receive payment from the Region to your ArbiterSports account within 3 weeks of the tournament.  Tournament Directors have two weeks to submit the post-tournament materials (including the Officials Pay Report).  When an official receives their payment will depend on when that Officials Pay report is received by the office.  It is possible to receive a payment from a later tournament depending on when each tournament director sends in their documents.  We are usually able to process the official’s payments within 2 business days of receiving the report.  Please do not contact the region about a payment until at least three weeks has passed from the event.  ArbiterSports is your primary source for all Tournament Assignments.  Assignments for each tournament will be made through ArbiterSports.  Tournament Site assignments are not made until the Tournament entry deadline closes two weeks before a tournament.  The Region office will then assign out the sites on the Monday after the entry deadline passes.  We will begin assigning Officials to sites on that Monday and Tuesday.  So, you will not know your tournament sites until about 10-11 days before the tournament.  You will receive an email from ArbiterSports when you receive an assignment.  Please confirm your assignments promptly in Arbiter.  You’ll be able to see the other officials assigned to your tournament in Arbiter as well.  It is always a good idea to communicate with your fellow officials to confirm assignments and possibly carpool.  We will look some more at Arbiter in a later slide.



RATING

BASE PAY

Junior Regional

$185

Provisional

$190

Regional

$200

Retired Nat/JN

$210

National/JN

$225

Pay Scale

RATING BASE PAY
Junior Regional $185
Provisional $190
Regional $200
Retired Nat/JN $210
National/JN $225

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pay for our Professional Officials for the one-day Carolina Region tournaments is based on your certification level.  The base fee for each certification is listed on this slide.  If you are assigned to a site that only has one professional referee per court, the Region will add an additional $50 to your base pay as you will have less opportunities for breaks during the day.  On the rare occasion where an official is the only official at a site, $100 will be added to their base pay.



RATING

BASE PAY

Junior Regional

$185

Provisional

$190

Regional

$200

Retired Nat/JN

$210

National/JN

$225

Travel Pay

MILEAGE (one way) AMOUNT
<30 $20
31-60 $27.50
61-90 $35
91-120 $42.50
121-150 $50
151-180 $57.50
181-210 $65
211-240 $72.50
241+ $80

Presenter Notes
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Officials that drive to a site, will also receive a travel stipend on top of their base pay based on their one-way mileage from the city of their home address to the city of the facility.  Mileage is checked based on Google Maps.  Officials will receive a minimum of $20 travel stipend with an additional $7.50 for each additional 30 mile segment as outlined on this slide.  Referees may add limits to how far they are willing to drive mileage-wise in their profile in ArbiterSports.  It is important for you to check this in your account so we know whether you are willing to travel a little further if needed to cover our events.  Officials from the same area that are traveling to the same site are encouraged to carpool where possible.  If you are carpooling, only the driver should complete the mileage section on the Officials Pay Report Form.



https://www.arbitersports.com/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s take a quick look at the ArbiterSports website.  This screen shows the current home page for Arbitersports.com.  After you have accepted the invite from the Carolina Region to affiliate with our organization in ArbiterSports, you will come to this home page to access your account.  In the top right, click the Sign in button and use the login information you created when you created your account.
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Once you are logged in to your account, you will see something similar to this screen.  You will see the associations you have chosen to affiliate with in Arbiter Sports.  Early in your career you may only see one or two associations.  As you begin working with more organizations that use Arbiter Sports as their assigning system, you’ll see more listed here.  Click the arrow next to “Official” underneath the carolina region tile to go to see your Carolina Region assigning information.
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Once you enter the Carolina Region section in Arbiter, you will be at the main page as shown on this screen.  We will highlight the major parts of this section.  In the upper right, you will see your profile picture as well as what organization’s tile you are working in.  We do encourage all officials to add a recent photo of yourself in your ArbiterSports account so your fellow referees will recognize you at tournaments.  In the middle section, you will see your Arbiter Pay summary.  If you have money in your Arbiter Pay account, it will show here (you can leave it in your ArbiterPay account or transfer it to your bank account).  Next, you will see any upcoming schedule assignments that have been made to you.   Finally, you will see any recent announcements from the organization that have been posted.  Along the top, you will see a menu of tabs you can select to view other sections of your ArbiterSports account.
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This slide shows you what you’ll see from the MAIN tab.  You will see Announcements from the Site Administrator is here.  One other major item on this page to take note of is the “Ready to  be Assigned” checkbox in the upper middle of the screen.  The Carolina Region will not be able to assign you to tournaments unless your “Ready to be Assigned box is checked.  Once you update your account with your mileage limits, calendar blocks, and contact information, make sure your Ready to be Assigned box is checked so we will be able to see your information during our Assignment process.
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This slide shows what ArbiterSports will look like when you select the Schedule tab.  You’ll see a list of upcoming matches you will have depending on how you set up your filters.  This filter is showing future matches.  Depending on how many associations you are affiliated with and when they issue assignments, you may see only 1 or 2 assignments or many more.  Remember, the Carolina Region makes our assignments within 2 weeks of the tournament after the deadline closes, so you won’t see a whole season of Carolina region tournaments at one time.  It does not mean you won’t be working future tournaments – we just have not made those assignments yet.  When you receive an assignment, you will see a section at the far right of the assignment where you will need to accept or decline the assignment.  If you decline an assignment, please give a brief explanation as to why you are declining the assignment.  We will go over your availability calendar next, but please make sure your blocks are up to date so you won’t be assigned to matches where you are not available for whatever reason.  If you are needing to decline a match at a specific site but might be available to attend another site, then please let the Officials Program Director know when you decline the assignment.  We might be able to move officials around so everyone is able to work.  
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This is the view you will see when you select the BLOCKS tab.  You will see the calendar in the center of the screen.  On the left side is a listing for all the associations you are a member of Arbiter.  Make sure the check box is checked for each association you want to apply your blocks to when making your updates.  In the calendar view, you see dates in white, red, and blue.  Those in white are dates you are available and ready to be assigned.  Those dates in blue are those dates that you have already been assigned an event and accepted.  The dates in red are dates you have already blocked off for the entire day.  To block a date, you will see 4 action buttons and check boxes to add notes or indicate the block is FIRM.  To block a date, choose the applicable radio button on the left (Block all day, block part day, or clear blocks).  To add a note with the block check the Add note box.  Then click the date number in the Calendar view to add that to your calendar.  The box will turn red if you’re adding a block (or turn white if you are clearing a prior block).   Also, when we are short officials, we are able to use officials for ½ days (either in morning or afternoon) so keep that in mind when updating your blocks and add a note if you’re willing to work somewhere nearby for a half day.



• Carolina Region Website - https://www.carolinaregionvb.org/
• CR Officials Section - https://www.carolinaregionvb.org/officials/
• CR Officials Forms - https://www.carolinaregionvb.org/forms/#officials
• USA Volleyball - http://www.usavolleyball.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some websites you will need to bookmark that contains valuable information for USA Volleyball officials.  The Carolina Region website contains all information about our organization.  The Officials section can be found under the PROGRAMS tab along the top of every page on the website.  The Documents and Forms section (which can be found under the Info menu tab along the top of the region website) has a section just for Officials.  You will want to view those reference materials as an official.  Under the Officials Forms section, you will see a document labeled “CR Professional Referee Duties and Responsibilities”.  This document is updated from time to time and covers in more detail from what is covered during this presentation some of the duties and responsibilities for First and Second Referees.  We highly recommend reviewing this document and using it as a resource as a new official.  Finally, USA Volleyball also has several resources available for Officials.  From their home page, click the Officials tab along the top to view them.

https://www.carolinaregionvb.org/
https://www.carolinaregionvb.org/officials/
https://www.carolinaregionvb.org/forms/#officials
http://www.usavolleyball.org/


Callie Davis – Officials Program Director
officials@carolinaregionvb.org

 Stephen Shepherd – Indoor Ref Chair
 refchair@carolinaregionvb.org

Amber Fulk – Scorer Chair
 scorechair@carolinaregionvb.org

Ronnie Mutter – Beach Ref Chair
beachrefchair@carolinaregionvb.org

Tony Hill – Officials Rep, Board of Directors
officialsrep@carolinaregionvb.org

Carolina Region Contacts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you once again for your interest in becoming a professional referee with the Carolina Region.  We are glad you have taken this first step in becoming certified.  Officials are a vital component to insuring a safe and fair playing environment to participants.  This slide lists our Officials Program Contacts.  All of these individuals are dedicated to growing our officials cadre and helping you become the best official you can be.  You can access this contact list from the Officials section of our website mentioned on a previous slide.  Please reach out if you have any other questions on the certification process.  Have a great Carolina Region volleyball season!

mailto:officials@carolinaregionvb.org
mailto:refchair@carolinaregionvb.org
mailto:scorechair@carolinaregionvb.org
mailto:beachrefchair@carolinaregionvb.org
mailto:officialsrep@carolinaregionvb.org
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